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RDP, Land Claims Court, TRC  

 GNU needed to deal with legacy of apartheid in order for SA to move forward 

 Believed it had to heal pain (reconciliation) to build a united nation 

 People now had legal equality but were still separate in many ways, due to Land Areas Act, Bantu 
Education etc., many people had been ‘displaced’ 

 Did not want another ‘Nuremburg Trials’  

 

Reconstruction and Development Program (RDP) 
1. Socio-economic plan to restructure society, aimed to correct inequalities from discrimination; projects 

included healthcare, welfare, education, housing, land, water, urban renewal 
2. Successes: provided water and electricity in remote areas/townships, clinics in rural areas, housing 
3. Achieved less than hoped: not enough funding, in ’97 replaced by GEAR: Growth, employment and 

redistribution policy, which stressed Free Market Capitalization/Privatization (Trevor Manuel) 
4. Supporters of GEAR: it would attract overseas investment, job creation, economic growth, make SA 

competitive in global economy 
5. Critics said: would not correct imbalances of past, COSATO and SACP highly critical of (capitalist) GEAR  

 
Land Claims Court 

1. Problems about land: most farmland owned by whites, over 4 million people had been forcibly 
removed from their land 

2. Established in 1994: to investigate land claims going back to 1913, to draw up fair hearings and give 
fair compensation, to handle disputes over land, system based on voluntary agreements, target of 
30% farmland owned by blacks set, nowhere close to being reached 

3. Labour Reform (Labour Tenants Act - 1995): protection for farm workers/financial assistance 
4. Successes: by Sept. 2003, large number of Land Claims Settled 
5. Criticisms: many angry about slow pace of change; insufficient funding for govt to buy land back 

 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) 

1. Established ’95 under Tutu 
2. Aims: to investigate human rights abuses, recommend compensation for victims, grant amnesty 
3. Purpose: to use knowledge of truth to bring reconciliation (restorative justice, not retributive) 
4. TRC not a court of law – could not prosecute/hand out judgements 
5. Three committees: Committee of Human Rights Violations (public testimonies by victims), Committee 

of Reparation and Rehabilitation (investigated cases, awarded reparations), Committee on Amnesty 
(could grant amnesty from prosecution under certain conditions i.e. political motivation, whole truth) 

6. TRC revealed high levels of violence 
7. Some wanted revenge, some compensation, others the truth 
8. Major Findings: NP govt (Botha) responsible for murder/torture/arson etc., De Klerk’s govt guilty of 

third force action to disrupt negotiations, ANC responsibly for civilian casualties, Inkatha/ANC/UDF use 
of excessive violence 

9. Criticisms: not enough ‘justice’, some called it a witch-hunt, some refused to give evidence/claimed to 
be carrying out orders, ANC unhappy that TRC did not distinguish between actions of freedom 
fighters/oppressors, De Klerk said it emphasized revenge 

10. Achievements: laid foundation for reconciliation, international approval  
 

Results 
 Gave very favourable impression of SA overseas, TRC highly acclaimed internationally 

  Many goals of RDP and LLC were not reached, today on 4,5% of farmland is under black ownership 

 While many were given emotional healing, racial economic inequalities today have improved little 


